
In checking the extensive QSL card files of K8CX of Ham Gallery fame we found W1YS, Mass.
Radio School, which we tried to follow up on. It appears the former locations of Massachusetts
Radio and Telegraph School, are just a memory to a very few.  Established in 1890, original location
18 Boylston Street is now a residential area and the newer Mass. Radio School location at 273
Huntington Avenue has been occupied by Starbucks Coffee!

There is one internet notice of a 1947 Mass Radio School
catalogue of courses.  Many advertisements in the old radio
publications such as “Radio & Television News.”  

MRS purchased Boston School of Teleg in 1919 and
converted it into a radio school. I found one notice in 1919
where Massachusetts Radio and Telegraph School gave free
ham training on Saturday mornings in the fall and winter. 

We have a record of one ham W1IH (Larry Bennett) who was
a purchasing agent at the institute, the card was dated 1950
and is on our front cover letter. That card of Bennett’s was
also in the K8CX collection. Latest record of W1CBT new.

MR&T  Naval Training School, trained over 3,000 enlisted
men under Prime Contract with the Navy Dept., from 1942
until December 1944. Former Official Training School for
Pan American Airways.  More than 6 thousand graduated and
former students have served the world over in every phase of
radio as well as  members of the armed forces.

Present size, over 500 students. Modern
classrooms and laboratories. Gives State
approved courses of training to veterans
of WW2.  Per 1951 catalog.
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Our ad from the January 1920 QST Magazine for hams.  There was also another Radio Institute
listed in the same area, great competition! The Eastern Radio Institute, 899 Boylston Street Boston,
Mass.  Arthur Batcheller (OOTC 084 Honorary) one of the founders of Mass. Radio School and has
a lot of information on the Web. He was a famous R.I. during his career with the Federal Radio
Commission. Batcheller died in 1978.  

Added 1 July 2010 Ms. Helen Benson of Dorchester, Ma., presented Ham Gallery material from
Mass. Radio and Telegraph School from her father’s material (W1CBT Ralph E. Benson) We
dedicate it to Ralph Benson (former instructor) in his memory and his Merchant Marine years.. 

From FACS the 32nd Anniversary year in 1951 - they claimed over 20 thousand alumni. We haven’t
any idea when MRT closed its doors, but they had a wonderful run while it lasted!  I can still hear
the din of the CW Morse being sent repetitiously in the classes!

Thanks to K8CX Ham Gallery and Helen Benson of Dorchester, Ma. 

W8SU 2010 ZUT from the Ole righthander. Added 2012 Ebay cards, W1YS RC of Boston 1956.


